Majorana 'zero-modes' are expected to be immune to decoherence. The primary method for their characterization in a 1D topological superconductor, is measuring the tunneling current into the edge of the superconductor. Presently, the hallmark of a localized Majorana edge-state is an emergent quantized zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP). However, such a conductance peak can also result from other mechanisms; e.g., crossing (and sticking) of two branches of a standard Andreev bound state, or a soft potential at the edge of the superconductor. Since the emergence of a 'Majorana-ZBCP' must be accompanied by an opening of a topological gap in the bulk, we performed two simultaneous tunneling measurements: one in the bulk and another at the edge of the 1D superconductor. Measurements were performed with an InAs nanowire in-situ coated with epitaxial aluminum. For particular gate-tuning of the chemical potential in the wire and a Zeeman field parallel to the wire, we observed a closing of the superconducting bulk-gap followed by its reopening concomitant with the appearance of a ZBCP at the edge. We note that a ZBCP could also be observed with different tuning parameters without an observed reopening of the bulk-gap. This demonstrates the importance of simultaneous probing of the bulk and edge when searching for a Majorana edge-state.
Introduction
The proposed prescription for the formation of a 1D topological superconducting phase [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , ignited a spree of experimental works [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . With a 1D-like semiconducting nanowire (from now, 'wire') that bears spin-orbit interaction, applying a parallel (to the wire) Zeeman field, helical modes are expected to emerge in a restricted range of the chemical potential in the wire.
Proximitizing the wire to a 'trivial' (s-wave) superconductor is expected to induce a topological superconducting gap, accompanied by a pair of localized 'Majorana zero-energy modes' at the two opposite ends of the wire. Consequently, tunneling electrons into the edge of the wire is expected to feature a 'zero-temperature' quantized zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP), GM=2e 2 /h (e -electron charge, h -Planck's constant). Such ZBCPs had been observed in previous works with proximitized InAs and InSb 1D-like wires [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . A recent observation of a quantized value of GM was reported in Ref. 22 ; for a review see Ref. 21 . A ZBCP was also reported in tunneling experiments in ferromagnetic 1D atomic chains [23] [24] [25] . However, the most crucial ingredients for a topological superconductor, the presence of helical modes and the ability to 'gate-control' the chemical potential, were, to the best of our knowledge, not verified.
Moreover, since a 'nearly quantized' ZBCP can also emerge at the edge of a 1D 'trivial superconductor' due to alternative mechanisms [e.g., 26 -29], a direct evidence of a Majorana edge state is warranted. Supporting evidence is an observation of a bulk-gap opening with a concomitant appearance of a ZBCP at the edge of the wire [30] .
Kitaev provided a general procedure for the emergence of Majorana edge states in a topological 1D superconductor [1] . Such a 1D topological superconductor can be induced by coupling a trivial superconductor to a semiconducting 1D-like wire that harbors Rashba spinorbit coupling, accompanied by a parallel Zeeman field to the wire [9, 10] . A sharp phase transition, which separates the topological and the trivial superconducting phases is expected to take place at = 2√Δ 2 + 2 , with Δ the superconducting gap in the wire, = the Zeeman splitting, the Landé factor and the Bhor magneton. The condition = 0 is dubbed as the 'sweet spot' -when the Fermi energy is located at the crossing energy of the two spin--orbit-split energy dispersions [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . A further increase in reopens a (p-wave) topological gap. When the Fermi energy is within the Zeeman gap, the effective superconducting gap is the smallest of the two gaps; one at = 0 and the other at = . For a small field the dominant bulk-gap is = 2 | /2 − √Δ 2 + 2 | at k=0. At a high field the dominant gap is at = , decreasing with an increasing Zeeman field. The reopening of a topological gap must be accompanied by a zero-energy bound state at the end of the wire -the localized Majorana zero mode.
In the following, we describe our approach of simultaneous measurements of the energy dependent tunneling density of states with a few tunneling probes placed at the bulk and at the edge of the proximized wire. Measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator at 14mK. The 'bulk' and 'edge'
Experimental set-up
TPs were excited by VAC=2µV RMS on top of a variable DC bias, VDC. Each TP was excited by a different signal frequency, allowing two simultaneous (lock-in-amplifier type) measurements (Fig. 1a) . The induced superconducting gap in the wire was found to be close to that of the intrinsic Al film, ~250µeV (Fig. 1d) . The critical parallel to the wire magnetic field (accuracy ±2 degrees) was ~1.6T.
Results
Spectroscopy, in the form of tunneling conductance dI/dV as function of DC bias VDC and magnetic field B, is shown in Fig. 2 . Measurements with the edge-TP (TP1, tunneling resistance ~100KΩ) and the two bulk-TPs (TP2, ~83kΩ and TP3, ~92kΩ), was performed at a back-gate voltage VBG=-4.22V. This range of the tunnel resistance was found to be optimal (after multiple trials), as it allowed a measurable tunneling current while still minimizing field penetration into the wire. We believe that the potential fluctuations in the wire are stronger than the induced potential by the TPs. (when the Al superconductivity quenches). The ZBCP height is GM=0.22e 2 /h -likely limited by the finite temperature, the weak tunneling coupling, and the finite dissipation [40] . The simultaneously measured evolution of the bulk-gap with TP2 (positioned ~500nm away from the edge, colored yellow in the inset), is shown in Fig. 2b . The gap closes at B~0.7T and reopens at B~1.05T -increasing to Eg~65µeV at B~1.4T. Notice that our resolution was ~25µeV, thus limiting an exact identification of gap closure / opening. Also, notice, that finite size effects may also lead to a lower bound of the bulk gap [45] ; but in a 'micron-long' topological region this bound is below our resolution limit. A similar behavior is observed with TP3 in Fig. 2c (placed ~1200nm from the edge, colored yellow in the inset). Here, the gap closes at B~0.95T and reopens to Eg~30µeV at B~1.4T. This difference is likely due to a variation in the local chemical potential along the wire -highlighting the difficulties in measuring nanowires [41] [42] [43] [44] . Notice that the ZBCP reaches a maximal height when the topological gap is the largest (see Fig. 1 in Extended Data).
We studied the evolution of the gap as function of the back-gate voltage (Fig. 3 ). As, due to the small mutual capacitance between the TP and the wire, the gate bias is not expected to affect the tunneling probes significantly, it is fair to assume that the observed dependence on The temperature dependences of the ZBCP (Fig. 4a ) and bulk-gap (Fig. 4b) , at the 'sweet spot' of the chemical potential and B=1.25T, was measured in the range T=14-200mK. At base temperature, the full-width at half-maximum of the ZBCP was ~15µeV, which is in reasonable agreement with the combined effect of thermal broadening (3.5kBT~4.5μeV at 14mK), the excitation voltage (5.6μeV p-p), and the tunneling broadening. The evolution of the ZBCP is plotted as function of temperature in Fig. 4c . The expected height was also calculated by a convolution of the derivative of the Fermi function and the conduction trace dI/dV at base temperature (which already contained the temperature independent broadening due to lifetime and excitation signal). The bulk-gap starts at Eg=65µeV at T=14mk and softens with temperature ( Fig. 4b) . As expected, a complete gap softening, due to thermal broadening (~3.5kBT), is observed around T=100mK.
Summary
The local density of states was measured via tunneling spectroscopy at different positions along a fully proximitized InAs nanowire with a trivial superconductor (without bare regions along the wire). Tunneling probes were placed on the wire at the 'bulk' and at the 'edge'. Under a specifically tuned Zeeman field and chemical potential, correlation between bulk-gap closure (of the 'trivial gap') followed by its reopening (as a 'topological gap'), and the emergence of a zerobias-conductance-peak (ZBCP) at the edge was observed. This is expected for an emergence 
Methods

Sample fabrication
For the deposition of the external superconducting contact to the Al thin layer on the wire, argon ion-milling process was used to remove the aluminum oxide (with beam voltage VB=400V for t=4min), followed by in-situ evaporation of a Ti/Al (5/80 nm) contact. The tunnel probes (TPs)
were fabricated via gentle ion milling on the InAs wire for oxide cleaning (with beam voltage VB=400V for t =1min) followed by a thin aluminum oxide barrier of ~1nm, which was formed in two steps: 1. Evaporation of Al at a rate of 1.7A/s for 7sec. 2. Putting the sample in the load-lock chamber of the evaporator, followed by an introduction of ozone at a pressure of 4.5x10 2 torr for 30 minutes. Afterwards, the sample was put back into the main chamber for evaporation of the metallic contact of Ti/Au (5/80nm). The TPs were 200-250nm wide. Their barrier is not likely to be affected by the back-gate voltage.
An approximate calculation of important parameters of the device
We assume a single band in the wire, with a 1D density of:
Here, is the electron density in the wire, * = 0.023 is the effective band mass (with being the electron mass), Δ~500 is the spin-orbit coupling energy 1 At the 'sweet spot', the bulk gap,
closes at the lowest value of the Zeeman field, = *
, being equal to the induced superconducting gap in the wire Δ . From Fig 3a, corresponding to the 'sweet spot' (with VBG=-4.22V), we find that the critical field for gap closure ≈ 0.9 (this is an estimate, as the gap closes at ≈ 0.7 and reopen at ≈ 1.05 ), with the Zeeman energy ≈ 210 . At VBG=-4.21 V the gap closes at ≈ 1 , and thus the change in the chemical potential is given by:
The levering factor is:
Hence, the change in the density of the electrons Δ , due to the change in the back-gate voltage Δ ≈ 10000 , is:
The estimated capacitance between the back gate and the wire is:
We can also estimate the capacitance between the wire and the back-gate by using the classical formula, where h=75nm is the distance of the center of the wire from the back-gate, r=25nm is the radius of the wire, and is the dielectric constant of HfO2:
The order of magnitude discrepancy between the experimentally measured capacitance and the classical value are probably due to the crude simplicity of the classical model, as it does not include screening effects and the change in the position of the electron wave-function inside the wire due to the presence of epitaxial Al. Also, the approximation of the classical capacitance assumes that the distance between the plane and the wire (h) is much bigger than r, which is incorrect for our case.
Extended Data
Here, we present additional data, measured in other devices and on the device used in the main text after thermal recycling. In addition, we show the tunneling conductance in other regimes of the chemical potential and the magnetic field. 
ZBCP and bulk-gap as function of
Non-topological ZBCP: Edge and bulk show ZBCP
In the following measurement we have changed the back-gate voltage to VBG=-4.91V, far from the topological phase transition. A ZBCP appears around B=0.8T at the edge, persisting until the superconductivity dies out. The bulk, however, shows a more complicated spectroscopic structure: a trivial zero-bias state appears and splits with applied magnetic field. A possible explanation for the absence of this state at the edge is that the wire is partly depleted, and thus the potential landscape is weakly screened, with the two tunnel-probes weakly uncorrelated.
Extended Data Figure 6 . Trivial ZBCP at the edge of the wire. Another example of a ZBCP in the same device used in the main text, but with a trivial bulk, at VBG=-4.91V. a) The ZBCP appears at B~0.8T; b) The bulk-TP shows a zero-bias state at zero magnetic field. The figure also shows a B dependent Andreev bound state, which splits with magnetic field in addition to another state at zero bias. The latter peak remains throughout nearly the entire range of magnetic field, splitting finally at B~1.1T. In this configuration, even though a ZBCP emerges at the edge, the bulk is not gapped (below B~1.1T), and the gap opens only at around B~1.1T. This behavior is currently not understood.
Tunnel probe characterization -bulk tunneling
Extended Data Figure 7 . Rich structure in the bulk at low density.
The tunnel probes we utilized for the experiment were developed especially for the purpose of studying the bulk and the edge of the InAs nanowires, aiming to have weak tunneling coupling (but not too weak). Here, we show measurements of devices with only with bulk-TP (resistance ~140kΩ). For a certain range of back-gate voltage a gap closer and reopening is seen. Several sub-gap states are visible and avoided crossing is observed between two pairs. a) VBG=-5.1V, and b) VBG=-4.9V.
